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Abstract— Web Archiving (WA) deals with the preservation
of portions of the World Wide Web (WWW) allowing their
availability for the future. Arquivo.pt is a WA initiative holding
a huge amount of content, including image files. However,
some of these images contain nudity and pornography, that
can be offensive for the users, and thus being Not Suitable
For Work (NSFW). This work proposes a solution to classify
NSFW images found at Arquivo.pt, with deep neural network
approaches. A large dataset of images is built using Arquivo.pt
data and two pre-trained neural network models, namely
ResNet and SqueezeNet, are evaluated and improved for the
NSFW classification task, using the dataset. The evaluation
of these models reported an accuracy of 93% and 72%,
respectively. After a fine tuning stage, the accuracy of these
models improved to 94% and 89%, respectively. The proposed
solution is integrated into the Arquivo.pt Image Search System,
available at https://arquivo.pt/images.jsp.
Keywords: Deep Learning; Deep Neural Networks;
Image Classification; Not Suitable for Work Images;
ResNet; SqueezeNet.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web Archiving (WA) is a research field that addresses
the problem of collecting portions of the World Wide Web
(WWW) to ensure that information is preserved in an archive
for researchers, historians, and the general public. Web
Archives commonly use Web crawlers, such as Heritrix [1],
to collect this information. They automate the process of
harvesting Web pages and preserving their contents. These
contents include many resource types, such as Hyper-Text
Markup Language (HTML) pages, cascading style sheets,
JavaScript files, images, and videos, but also metadata related
to these resources, resource mime-types, and content length.
The choice of the contents to be preserved is a hard
challenge, since it is not possible to assure enough storage
space for all the contents and the amount of available data
on the Web keeps growing. There are several WA initiatives
to preserve the WWW contents. Some Web Archives have
narrow scopes, preserving only specific kinds of pages, such
as institutional Web pages, as for instance the European
Commission Historical Archives1, while others preserve the
entire national top-level domain (UK Web Archive2), or the
1https://ec.europa.eu/historical_archives
2https://www.webarchive.org.uk/ukwa
entire Web (Internet Archive3).
Arquivo.pt4 is a Portuguese WA initiative to preserve the
Portuguese .pt top-level domain and all web pages that
publish Portuguese related information. It also acts as a
research infrastructure, making its contents searchable and
publicly available in open access. It is important that this
historically valuable information is available.
Without the tools for users to retrieve the desired in-
formation, the usefulness of Web Archives is hampered.
To accomplish the ability to search, Arquivo.pt provides
a full-text search system to all its data. There have been
some efforts to improve the Web Archiving Information
Retrieval (WAIR) capabilities. For instance, a proposal to
improve data search on Web Archives, by exploring their
temporal information can be found in [2]. Following this path
to provide better searching capabilities to this information,
Arquivo.pt is developing an Image Search Service (ISS). This
service enables image retrieval capabilities to Arquivo.pt
contents, presenting an interface in which users can perform
queries in natural language.
A. The Problem
There is a huge amount of visual content on the Web,
stored as graphic files. One part of this visual content is
Not Suitable For Work (NSFW) for most users, because
it contains offensive or explicit images (naked persons,
violence, and pornography, for instance). The exposure to
these types of content is particularly critical for children
and young persons. The Arquivo.pt ISS retrieves images
matching the query against the filename, alternative text and
the surrounding text of an image presented on a Web page.
Therefore, due to the nature of the Web, there are no guaran-
tees that an apparently not problematic query will not yield
results with some offensive content. For instance, a website
that got hacked for Web spam can exhibit this unexpected
behavior. An example of this problem using the ISS is shown
in Figure 1, in which an apparently not offensive query
term angela was fulfilled on the ISS. The retrieved results
have content that can be considered offensive to the users.
There are several types of NSFW content, depending on the
context of the application. In this work, we aim to filter out
3https://archive.org
4https://arquivo.pt
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Fig. 1. Example of Arquivo.pt problematic content, retrieved with the ISS using the query term angela.
nudity/pornography content from the Arquivo.pt resources,
by performing a binary classification task. The detection of
NSFW contents on the archived Web pages from the Internet
is challenging due to both the scale (billions of images) and
the diversity (small to very large images, computer graphic
images, natural images, among others) of image contents.
B. Organization of the article
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II describes related work for classifying NSFW
contents. On Section III, we present the main characteristics
of Arquivo.pt. The proposed NSFW classification solution is
addressed in Section IV. The experimental evaluation of our
solution is reported in Section V. Finally, Section VI ends
the article with some concluding remarks and directions for
future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The problem of automatically identify NSFW content from
images and multimedia content is well studied [3], [4], [5],
[6]. There has been a significant amount of research to
provide and to improve methods to identify these contents.
In this Section, we address an overview of the techniques
employed for the task of NSFW content classification. Sec-
tion II-A presents the first methods of image classification
based on skin detection. Another type of techniques, based
on Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) is presented in Section II-
B. Finally, Section II-C addresses the use of Neural Networks
(NN) and Deep Learning (DL) to handle these tasks.
A. Skin Detection Methods
In 1999, an automatic system to detect if human nudes
were present in an image was proposed [4]. It uses methods
to mark skin-like pixels combined with color and texture
properties. These marked regions are then analyzed by a
specialized grouper, which attempts to group a human figure
using geometric constraints on the human structure. Based
on that, the system decides if a human is present or not.
The first methods [6] to address this problem were based
on skin-detection algorithms to identify regions of interest,
and then they analyzed the features of these skin regions
to decide whether they were pornographic or not. As an
example of these methods, we have the POESIA filter [7],
an open source implementation of a skin-color-based filter.
The performance of these methods relies on the accuracy of
the skin detection algorithm and the extracted features, which
are usually hand made. They present high false positive rates
in images related to beach and sports activities.
B. Bag of Visual Words Methods
Another type of techniques that showed adequate im-
age classification results was through BoVW [3]. These
techniques extract, from an image, a set of visual features
represented as words, similar to the Bag-of-Words (BOW)
for text document classification [8], building a vocabulary
vector with the number of occurrences of these visual words
representing local image features. Those features usually are
derived from detecting keypoints or local descriptors, such
as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [5] variations.
A classifier that uses these representations is then trained to
classify the image content as pornographic or not.
C. Neural Network Based Methods
An artificial NN is a computing system inspired by bio-
logical neural networks, found in animals and humans, being
composed by simple structures that map an input value to an
output value. Networks with a significant number of neurons
and layers are named Deep Neural Networks (DNN).
For image classification, the input data to the network is
given by the image pixels. Depending on the architecture
and its goal, each NN inputs a fixed size data. A common
input data size value for a NN to classify color images is
3×256×256 array, such that each array unit corresponds to
a pixel value from a specific RGB channel. Each array value
can be seen as a feature, from a feature vector with 196 608
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Fig. 2. Arquivo.pt Infrastructure and its subsystems. The Image Search System is highlighted since our proposal addresses this system.
(= 3× 256× 256) dimensions. Based on these features, the
NN assigns a class label to a given input image.
DNN are the latest research development on neural net-
works. It learns representations from data that puts an
emphasis on learning successive layers of increasingly mean-
ingful representations. It often involves tens or hundreds
of successive layers of representations. These networks are
characterized by the number of parameters, layers (depth)
and neurons they have. There are several types, but more
specifically for image recognition problems there has been
a huge success with the Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [9]. The depth of a DNN represents how many
layers contribute to model the data. The mechanism used
to propagate the loss score and to update each layer weights
is called back-propagation.
Recently, DNN showed state of the art results in many
tasks of image recognition. For instance, CNN have been
widely used on image recognition tasks [10], [11], for
NSFW image classification [12], [13]. Many different CNN
architectures have been published with improved accuracy on
the standard ImageNet [14] classification challenge, namely:
• ALexNet (2012) [10] - 16.4%;
• ZF Net (2013) [15] - 11.7%;
• GoogLeNet (2014) [16] - 6.7%;
• Residual Networks (2015) [17] - 3.6%;
The use of DL combines both feature extraction and
classification, so there is less involvement of a designer in
terms of selecting the features or the classifier, as compared
to a standard pattern recognition approach [18], [19]. The
downside of these techniques is the amount of training data
as well as the infrastructure that they require. Nowadays,
improved training datasets such as ImageNet are available.
Pre-trained models have been published openly to be used
by people without the need to train a NN from scratch. An
example of this kind of initiatives is the OpenNSFW, by
Yahoo!, an open source model that identifies NSFW images,
specifically, pornographic images [20]. The model is publicly
available to be used for classification by developers, but the
training dataset is not available, due to the nature of its
content.
III. THE ARQUIVO.PT SYSTEM
This Section contains a description of the Arquivo.pt
infrastructure, its data and how it is obtained, to provide
the system environment context, and data provenance identi-
fication. In Section III-A, the Arquivo.pt system components
are presented and Section III-B summarizes the type of data
that Arquivo.pt contains.
A. Block Diagram
Figure 2 illustrates the logical organization of Arquivo.pt
infrastructure, composed by five key system components:
Image Search System, Text Search System, Replay System,
Crawlers System, and Indexing System, each one with their
own functionality and responsibility. The boxes represent
a software component and the cylinders the data, needed
by the components (inputs) or produced by them (outputs).
The arrows represent the input/output relation between the
components and the data. For instance, in the Crawlers
System, both Heritrix [1] and Brozzler [21] software compo-
nents produce as output an ARChive (ARC)/Web ARChive
(WARC) file format [22], which is used by the Replay
System or by the Indexing System as input data to generate
derived data such as Capture inDeXes (CDX) [23] and
Lucene5 data sources.
5http://lucene.apache.org
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B. Data Characterization
At the time of this writing, Arquivo.pt has a total amount
of 6 966 589 866 preserved Web files, gathered in 3 967 593
ARC and WARC compressed files, fulfilling 368 Terabytes
of disk space storage. The ARC/WARC file formats specify
a method for combining multiple digital resources into an
aggregate archival file together with metadata information.
Each WARC file is a concatenation of one or more WARC
records. Each WARC record consists of a header with
metadata information, followed by a content block with the
corresponding resource, such as images, text documents, or
any type of resource found on the Web.
Each crawl has different configurations. For instance, the
broad domain crawlers don’t download files from the Web
with more than 10 MB, but special crawls and high-quality
crawls don’t have those restrictions. Moreover, they are
configured to accept all mime-types found on the Web. For
this reason, the type of data that can be found at Arquivo.pt
is widespread and heterogeneous.
Table I reports the top 10 mime-types6 found during
a 2017 .pt top-level domain crawl. These mime-types are
reported by the Web servers using the Hyper-Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) meta information, when each resource is
collected.
Table II displays the top 7 mime-types regarding image
content that were found during the last broad domain crawl.
The most common image type is the JPEG with 76% of
the total images, followed by PNG with 18%. Although
only 4% of the images are GIF, this type can present an
extra challenge to classify, since the images may have an
animation. Since these images are originated from different
websites, they can have many different file sizes, different
resolutions and any type that is allowed on a Website.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this Section, we describe the proposed solution to
classify NSFW images. Section IV-A describes the CNN
models for this task. Section IV-B details the integration of
the proposed solution into the Arquivo.pt infrastructure.
6https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/
media-types.xhtml
TABLE I
NUMBER OF RESOURCES MIME-TYPES COLLECTED ON ARQUIVO.PT
LAST BROAD DOMAIN CRAWL.
% Amount Number of URL mime-types
79.60 237 966 251 text/html
10.03 29 997 689 image/jpeg
2.45 7 328 179 image/png
0.77 2 305 834 application/pdf
0.76 2 271 770 application/javascript
0.72 2 145 481 text/xml
0.62 1 869 902 application/rss+xml
0.62 1 861 165 application/json
0.60 1 820 236 image/gif
0.58 1 783 630 text/css
3.25 1 783 630 all others
TABLE II
MIME-TYPES DISTRIBUTION FOR IMAGE TYPE CONTENTS.
% Amount Number of URL mime-types
75.59 30 145 538 image/jpeg
18.37 7 328 179 image/png
4.56 1 820 236 image/gif
0.98 389 839 image/svg+xml
0.34 135 720 image/x-icon
0.09 38 577 image/pjpeg
0.06 22 717 image/bmp
A. Deep Neural Network Models
In this work, we made experiments with two different
topologies of DNN, namely ResNet [17] and SqueezeNet
networks [24]. These networks define a hypothesis space,
which constrains the space of possibilities to solve a specific
problem. It is within this constrained space that we try to
find a useful representation of the input data, that will be
mapped for the desired output.
DNN are hard to train due to the vanishing and exploding
gradient problem [25]. With the gradient value being back-
propagated to the first layers, repeated multiplications may
make the gradient values infinitely small or large. As a con-
sequence, the network learning tends to halt, specially in the
first layers. The same happened in the reverse way, in which
the weights get saturated and the network learning also halts.
Several approaches were used to address these problems,
such as, normalized initialization [25], rectifiers [26], and
normalization layers [27]. With the increasing depth of these
networks, some network nodes get saturated and the accuracy
degrades (not caused by overfitting). The ResNet network
model addresses this degradation problem by introducing
shortcut connections between the layers, as depicted in
Figure 3.
The key idea is that building deeper networks by adding
more layers should not degrade the network training per-
formance [17]. Stacking identity mappings upon the current
network would make the network perform exactly the same.
So, this deeper model should not produce a training error
higher than its shallower models. Their hypothesis is that
letting the stacked layers fit a residual mapping is easier than
letting them directly fit the desired underlying mapping. It is
shown [17] that these networks are easier to optimize, and
achieve a higher accuracy due to their increased depth.
The SqueezeNet [24] network model was designed to
Fig. 3. Identity shortcut connection [17].
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have a smaller architecture, while preserving the accuracy
of bigger models. This NN has less parameters and layers
and it has multiple advantages:
• More efficient distributed training;
• Less overhead exporting new models;
• Be able to run on Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) and embedded circuits.
The authors of the network model accomplish these goals,
with the following strategies:
• Replace 3x3 filters with 1x1 filters;
• Decrease the number of input channels to 3x3 filters;
• Downsample late in the network so that convolution
layers have large activation maps.
These strategies reduce the number of parameters
(weights) of the NN. With the above strategies in mind, the
convolution filters are organized in a Fire Module [24]. The
Fire Module, depicted in Figure 4, is composed by a squeeze
convolution layer which has only 1x1 filters, squeezing the
incoming data. It also has an expand convolution layer that
has a mix of 1x1 and 3x3 convolution filters, expanding the
depth of the data again.
There are two key parameters of the DNN that we need to
address on our solution. The first one is the loss function and
the second one is the optimizer used to train the network. To
be able to find an useful representation to solve the problem
at hand, we need to somehow get feedback on how well the
representation is performing. The loss function, also known
as objective function, gives us that feedback. A loss function
tells us “how good” our model is at making predictions for a
given set of parameters. The choice of a proper loss function
is very important, because the networks take any shortcut to
minimize the loss. Thus, if the loss function is not well suited
for the problem at hand, the network may not achieve the
desired results. Since the problem addressed in this work is
a binary classification task, we used a Cross-Entropy loss
function [28], defined as
c =
n∑
i=1
pi log
(
1
qi
)
, (1)
where pi and qi represent the probabilities/scores of the true
model and the estimated model, respectively. Cross-entropy
Fig. 4. SqueezeNet Fire Module [24].
loss, or log loss, measures the performance of a classification
model whose output is a probability value (between 0 and
1). Cross-entropy loss increases as the predicted probability
diverges from the actual label. A perfect model would have a
log loss of 0. Thus, minimizing cross entropy is equivalent to
maximizing the log likelihood of our data, which is a direct
measure of the predictive power of our model.
The optimizer is the mechanism that updates the network
weights based on what the network is predicting and its
loss function. Progressively, the incremental updates of the
optimizer will lower the loss score, making the network
prediction more accurate. The optimizer falls into two types
of algorithms: first order and second order. The first order
optimization algorithms use the loss function gradient to
minimize the network loss. They are known as Gradient
Descent (GD) algorithms. The second order algorithms use
the second order derivative to minimize the network loss.
With second order algorithms, it is possible to know if the
first derivative is increasing or decreasing, and with that the
function curvature. The second order derivative has higher
computational cost, therefore the first order optimizers are
often used. For this work, a Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) algorithm is used [29].
B. Integration on Arquivo.pt
The developed solution to classify image contents as
NSFW (or its opposite) is integrated on the Arquivo.pt
ISS indexing workflow. This workflow extracts images and
related metadata, from the ARC file.
The integration that is proposed and implemented is mod-
ular, and can be extended by changing the underlying model.
It also supports a real time classification, exposed as a Web
Service. The workflow of the solution is depicted in Figure 5.
The ISS indexing workflow is composed by one Hadoop job
that processes each WARC file and splits it into smaller units
named WARC Records. Each WARC Record contains a Web
resource representation which is processed by a Hadoop map.
The Hadoop map extracts text and images included in the
WARC Records and builds an index record with the image
and its derived metadata. The NSFW classification score is
added as a metadata field.
The images contained in each WARC file are extracted
and analyzed in order to get a feature vector. This vector is
used by a classifier to discriminate if a image is NSFW or
not, and finally the results are stored. The Hadoop cluster
processes the WARC data as follows:
(1) The Hadoop task processes the WARC and the ex-
tracted images are queued.
(2) The Workers then fetch the images from the queue and
perform the classification.
(3) The classification result is reported back to the message
queue.
(4) Finally, the Hadoop task fetches the classification result
and proceeds with the indexing workflow, generating
the Solr7 indexes.
7http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Fig. 5. Workflow of the proposed classification system.
The Web API also handles the classification requests, posting
the images to be classified to the queue.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This Section reports the experimental evaluation taken
on the proposed solution, and it is organized as follows.
Section V-A describes how a ground-truth dataset was build,
to perform this evaluation. Section V-B presents the software
and hardware platforms used to perform these evaluations as
well as the standard evaluation metrics. The image prepro-
cessing steps are detailed in Section V-C and some exper-
imental results are reported in Section V-D. The solution
integration is reported in Section V-E and the last Section V-
F addresses the experimental results of the improvement on
the models.
A. Building the Initial Evaluation Dataset
There are few datasets available for NSFW classification.
Most of them8 are raw datasets containing only the location
of the content. However, those locations are often unavail-
able. Since Arquivo.pt has a considerable amount of NSFW
images, collected over the years, and since our goal is to
put the model in production on that platform, we decided
to build our own NSFW dataset. It is composed by 17 655
images manually labeled from Arquivo.pt with 8 273 labeled
as NSFW and 9 382 as SFW (see Table III). The remaining
18 626 images are not (yet) labeled.
On Arquivo.pt, the total of images that belong to the
NSFW class is much less than the images from the SFW
class. The main difficulty at this task is to find enough images
from the NSFW class in order to build a dataset with a
significant number of images, guaranteeing that both classes
are balanced.
These images were acquired from Arquivo.pt using two
methods. The first method to acquire the images was through
the existent Beta Images Indexes. These are Lucene indexes
provided by the Solr platform. Each index document is an
image resource with its corresponding metadata, for instance
the image width and height, Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) of the origin site and text extracted from the image
tags properties. The Solr platform exposes a REST API that
8E.g. https://github.com/EBazarov/nsfw_data_source_
urls
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE COLLECTED DATASET.
SFW NSFW Total
Labeled Images 9 382 8 273 17 655
Non-Labeled Images - - 18 626
was used to process queries to return images to be labeled.
The second method uses Arquivo.pt Text Search API [30],
querying the API to retrieve Web pages. From those Web
pages, the images were extracted to be labeled. Arquivo.pt
Text Search API was queried to retrieve Web pages that
contain the terms porn, blowjob, or fuck. Those terms are
usually associated with NSFW contents [31]. Web pages
that contain these three keywords are more likely to have
pornographic content, increasing the amount of retrieved
relevant images. With the list of the archived Web pages
URL returned, each archived Web page was scrapped by
their Hyper-Text Markup Language (HTML) img tags and
the available archived images downloaded. A total of 18 000
images were retrieved this way.
B. Evaluation Setup and Metrics
The hardware used to evaluate these models is a common
laptop with 8 GB RAM, a GeForce GTX 860M as GPU
and a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710HQ CPU @ 2.50GHz. The
models were also tested using server class hardware available
at Arquivo.pt infrastructure. The server is a Dell PowerEdge
R730xd model with 256 GB RAM and an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2620 v3 @ 2.4 GHz.
One of the evaluation metrics used to compare the models
was the Area Under the Curve (AUC), computed over the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. This is a
common evaluation metric used on binary classifiers, and it
evaluates the classifier varying a cut-off threshold [32]. It
is useful to evaluate the models before a threshold value is
chosen as cut-off. Other evaluation metrics were calculated
such as accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score, defined as
Accuracy =
TP+ TN
TP+ FP + TN+ FN
, (2)
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
, (3)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
, and (4)
F1-Score = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall
. (5)
True Positives (TP) is the number of NSFW images
correctly classified as NSFW and True Negatives (TN) the
number of SFW images correctly classified as SFW. False
Positives (FP) is the number of SFW images that were
classified as NSFW and False Negatives (FN) is the number
of NSFW images classified as SFW.
Another metric used as evaluation is the amount of images
a model can classify per second with a specific hardware.
Using limited computational resources, a model with a higher
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classifying speed can be used as a trade-off for choosing a
model with less accuracy, for instance when the model needs
to be used online.
C. Image Preprocessing
The models were evaluated using the dataset described
in Section V-A. For each model, all the images were pre-
processed and passed through the network. Before each
image is passed through the CNN, a preprocessing phase
was performed. This preprocessing depends on the library
used to read the images, on the CNN model, and how it was
trained. The models are using as input a b× 3× 256× 256
vector, where b >= 1 is the batch size (the number of
images that will be classified in a batch), and the other
indexes correspond to the number of image channels, image
width and image height (196 608 dimensions per image, with
b = 1). Depending on the library that reads the images, the
input vector must be arranged to match the neural network
models input. On this evaluation test, the Python Pillow
library [33] and the Caffe framework [34] were used for
image processing. Caffe natively expects the color channels
ordered as BGR instead of RGB, so a transposition is needed
to switch the channels. The mean is subtracted from the data
and the values are scaled from the [0,255] range to the [0,1]
range. Finally, a bilinear image resizing to the 256 × 256
spatial resolution is performed. The image preprocessing is
the same that it was used on the training phase of the pre-
trained models networks, the best results.
D. Performance Evaluation Results
Figures 6 and 7 show the ROC curve for the models
obtained from OpenNSFW and NSFWSqueezeNet, respec-
tively. OpenNSFW has a better AUC with 0.98 comparing
to the 0.85 of the NSFWSqueezeNet.
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Fig. 6. ROC Curve evaluation of the OpenNSFW model.
Table IV shows the confusion matrix for the OpenNSFW
model, and Table V reports the evaluation metrics. The
confusion matrix indicates that the classification error is
balanced between both classes (SFW and NSFW), with more
FP (652) than FN (567). It happens to be a good result
in this domain, as it is preferable to be more conservative
and classify images as NSFW even if they are not, than the
opposite.
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Fig. 7. ROC Curve evaluation of the NSFWSqueezeNet model.
TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE OPENNSFW MODEL.
NSFW’ SFW’
NSFW 7706 567
SFW 652 8730
Tables VI and VII report the results for the NS-
FWSqueezeNet. In this model, the most frequent type of
errors are FN, which is not suitable for our system. The
OpenNSFW model reports the best score with 0.93 accuracy
in comparison to 0.72 from NSFWSqueezeNet.
A further analysis on misclassified images lead to the
following observations. As false positives, the most common
sources of error are images with women with a significant
amount of nudity, but not explicit. At false negatives samples,
common occurrences are sexual acts with animals, and sexual
explicit animations. This is expected, since the model was
trained to filter pornography.
Table VIII reports the classification speed obtained with
different setups. The NSFWSqueezeNet model has the best
classification speed, being able to classify 77 images per
second in comparison with the OpenNSFW model, with 40
images per second, both using the GPU GTX860M setup.
These results show the adequacy of the proposed classifi-
cation approach, since it is supposed to be used on a offline
basis.
E. Solution Integration
The image classification task is performed offline, thus the
extra workload that the system needs to perform is very low.
For each indexed document representing an image, a field
named safeimage was added, with values ranging between
0 and 1. When performing a query, Solr filters out NSFW
images based on the value of this field (above 0.5). For 6 468
single term queries requested to Solr with the filtering of
TABLE V
EVALUATION METRICS FOR THE OPENNSFW MODEL.
Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy
NSFW 0.92 0.93 0.93 -
SFW 0.94 0.93 0.93 -
Average / Total 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
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TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE NSFWSQUEEZENET MODEL.
NSFW’ SFW’
NSFW 3697 4576
SFW 333 9049
TABLE VII
EVALUATION METRICS FOR THE NSFWSQUEEZENET MODEL.
Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy
NSFW 0.92 0.45 0.60 -
SFW 0.66 0.96 0.79 -
Average / Total 0.78 0.72 0.70 0.72
TABLE VIII
CLASSIFICATION SPEED PERFORMANCE (IMG/SEC) WITH DIFFERENT
HARDWARE AND BACKEND SETUPS.
OpenNSFW NSFWSqueezeNet
BVLC Caffe i7 + OpenBLAS 7 17
BVLC Caffe GTX860M CUDA 40 77
Intel Caffe CPU Xeon + MKL 9 28
NSFW images, the average query response time was 9 ms.
Without the filtering, it was 1 ms. Figure 8 depicts the image
filtering integration on the user interface. The users can opt
for excluding this kind of image contents or not. Figure 9
shows the results of the classifier exhibiting one example of
a misclassified image (hidden by a gray rectangular box).
Figure 10 shows the results retrieved by the same query as
in Figure 9, without using the classifier. We can now observe
many NSFW images hidden by a gray rectangular box.
F. Improving the model
In order to improve on the model, techniques of data
augmentation can be applied to increase the available dataset
and consequently improve the algorithms accuracy on those
tasks. It is known that applying simple data augmentation
techniques such as cropping, rotating and flipping input
images reduce the overfitting and class imbalance problems
typically found in small datasets [35], [36]. Augmenta-
tor [37], an image data augmentation library for machine
learning, was used to generate new images by applying
transformations such as mirroring, shearing, and flipping.
These new images were added to the training set.
The learned models can be improved through fine-tuning
of the values of some parameters. There are several methods
to fine tune a DNN model, for instance, training the network
with our labeled data and performing small adjustments to
the output layer, or adjusting more layers, such as the last
3 layers. All the network layers can also be retrained, using
the network weights from a pre-trained model. These weights
usually are good initial weights to start training a network
instead of using other weight initialization techniques [38].
Experiments to evaluate if a model can improve its accu-
racy have been made. Both models were retrained using a
4-fold methodology on the built dataset and the following
heuristics were applied:
• Retraining each model for 1 epoch and augmenting the
dataset.
• Retraining each model for 5 epochs and augmenting the
dataset.
One epoch means one pass of the full training set. It contains
several iterations where each iteration is a training image
being passed forward through the network.
To improve the NSFWSqueezeNet model, all network
model layers were updated using the SGD solver, with the
following training parameters:
• Learning rate policy - poly;
• Power - 1.0;
• Momentum (α) - 0.9;
• Base learning rate (η) - 0.001;
• Weight decay - 0.0000001.
During the network model training, the learning rate param-
eter was updated following a polynomial decay:
ηiter+1 ← ηiter ∗
(
1− iter
max iter
)power
. (6)
Table IX reports the experimental results of the improvement
on the NSFWSqueezeNet model, while Table X does the
same for the OpenNSFW model.
TABLE IX
NSFWSQUEEZENET FINE-TUNING ACCURACY AND LOSS.
Model 4-Fold Accuracy 4-Fold Loss
NSFWSqueezeNet 1 Ep. Aug. 10K 0.88 ± 0.002 0.28 ± 0.004
NSFWSqueezeNet 1 Ep. Aug. 10K 0.89 ± 0.002 0.27 ± 0.006
There was a significant accuracy improvement, from the
initial model accuracy of 72% to 89% accuracy. The training
network configuration, solver configuration and training logs
are available online9.
The OpenNSFW model is computationally more expensive
to train. With the limited hardware available and time con-
straints, an attempt to improve it was made, freezing all the
network layers and retraining only the last fully-connected
and the softmax layers. The solver used was also the SGD
with the same learning parameters as the model above.
TABLE X
OPENNSFW FINE-TUNING ACCURACY AND LOSS.
Model 4-Fold Accuracy 4-Fold Loss
OpenNSFW 1 Ep. Aug. 10K 0.92 ± 0.003 0.20 ± 0.006
OpenNSFW 5 Ep. Aug. 10K 0.94 ± 0.004 0.16 ± 0.007
There is a small accuracy improvement on Table X, not
significant because the accuracy number is rounded to 2
decimal places.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Arquivo.pt provides access to more than six million pre-
served resources. In order for users to find the information
9https://github.com/arquivo/SafeImage/tree/
master/training/SqueezeNet
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Fig. 8. Image classification interface integration, using as query term ‘Cristiano Ronaldo’. The red ellipse highlights the NSFW filter choice by the user.
Fig. 9. Image filtering interface integration, using as query term ‘Erica Fontes’, with the NSFW classifier. The gray rectangular box (third image in the
second row) highlights NSFW contents which were misclassified.
Fig. 10. Image filtering interface integration, using as query term ‘Erica Fontes’, without the NSFW classifier. The gray rectangular boxes highlight (and
hide) NSFW contents.
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they want, among all Arquivo.pt contents, information re-
trieval tools are provided to find pages with a specific text
and an Image Search System (ISS) is under development to
expand its searching capabilities. There are huge amounts of
visual content on the Web, and thus, also in Arquivo.pt. The
ISS provides an easy access to this visual content. However,
some of this visual content can be offensive for users (for
instance naked persons, violence, or pornography).
To mitigate this problem, a solution that automatically
identifies images with this type of content was developed
and integrated into Arquivo.pt ISS. The solution uses a
Convolutional Neural Network to identify this content type
and provides the classification result as an input to the ISS,
which uses it to hide not suitable for work contents, from
the results.
Two deep neural networks pre-trained to solve this kind
of task were evaluated on a dataset built with Arquivo.pt
images. Then, a fine tuning process was performed to im-
prove the model’s accuracy, identifying this type of content.
The initial evaluation of the models reported 93% accuracy
for the ResNet model and 72% for the SqueezeNet model.
After fine tuning, the model’s accuracy, was improved by
1% on the ResNet model (94% accuracy) and by 17% on
the SqueezeNet model (89% accuracy). The best model was
integrated in the ISS indexing workflow, using a message
queue as a broker to be able to distribute and scale the
classification work among several workers. The proposed
solution is currently in production at Arquivo.pt (https:
//arquivo.pt/image.jsp).
A. Future Work
As future work, the models accuracy can be improved
building a larger dataset and using more recent Deep Neural
Network models, while simultaneously increasing the num-
ber of training epochs. Another improvement is that instead
of using only 2 classes, NSFW or SFW, categorizing with
more classes could help users to better define their needs.
An example is having the choice of Strict, Moderate or Off,
like the DuckDuckGo10 search engine does. Moreover, they
can be expanded to identify other types of NSFW content,
for instance, violence, and offensive symbols, among others.
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